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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 1.1 This hearing statement considers Matter 8 – Garden Town Communities, specifically 

Issue 4 Questions 3, 7 and 8.   

 

 1.2 This Hearing Statement supplements Regulation 19 representations made on behalf 

of Mr and Mrs Scofield and Mrs Marshall in January 2018 and considers the 

Inspector’s Matters, Issues and Questions in relation to Matter 8 of the Epping 

Forest Local Plan Examination. 

 

 1.3 I confirm I wish to attend the hearing. 
 

2.0  ISSUE 4: ARE THE SITE ALLOCATIONS (SP5.1, SP5.2 AND SP5.3) IN POLICY SP5 SOUND AND 

DELIVERABLE?  

3.  What effect would development of sites SP5.1, SP5.2 and SP5.3 have upon 

the purposes of the Green Belt? What would be the impact of Site SP5.2 

(Water Lane Area) on the identity of Broadley Common and Old House Lane 

in Roydon Parish? 

 

 2.1 Harlow is surrounded by the Green Belt, and to bring forward the necessary growth, 

Green Belt release will be required. 

 

 2.2 The NPPF requires Local Planning Authorities to prepare local plans with the objective 

of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development as well as 

necessitating the promotion of sustainable patterns of development to be taken into 

account when reviewing Green belt boundaries.  

 

 2.3 It has been established that within the Housing Market Area (HMA) Harlow, as a sub-

regional centre for employment, is the most sustainable location to focus 

development.  The Garden Town Community allocations along with Gilston, in 
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neighbouring East Herts district, are part of a comprehensive growth strategy, seeking 

a significant role for Harlow in accommodating future area-wide growth. The Gilston 

and Harlow area has been awarded Garden Town status by the Government and this 

gives access to funding to secure the necessary governance and package of measures 

to secure delivery, including associated infrastructure. The site allocations in SP5 are 

therefore crucial strategic sites for Epping Forest and the wider area, which are highly 

sustainable, long term option contributing significantly toward meeting housing, 

employment and infrastructure need in Epping Forest as well as contributing towards 

the much needed regeneration of Harlow. 

 

 2.4 The Inspectors final report for the recently adopted East Herts Local Plan considered 

the appropriateness of removing a large area of the Green Belt in Gilston to the north 

of Harlow to enable it development.  She concluded that although the Gilston Area 

(north of Harlow) was defined in the Green Belt review as having a very low suitability 

for development its allocation would support significant growth around Harlow, a 

major settlement, and was the best and most sustainable solution for the wider area. 

 

 2.5 With specific regard to the Water Lane Strategic Masterplan Area, as outlined in Mr 

and Mrs Scofield and Mrs Marshalls Regulation 19 representations, Epping Road, 

Parsloe Road and Old House Lane, all of which bound the site, would constitute a 

defensible and permanent Green Belt boundary that could be further enhanced with 

additional planting necessary to mitigate impacts on the Green Belt in accordance 

with the NPPF.   The Inspector considered this was crucial when considering the 

appropriateness of removing Gilston from the Green Belt.  Therefore, with respect to 

SP5.2 the remaining Green Belt will continue perform an important function, 

preventing Harlow from encroaching further to the West and controlling unrestricted 

sprawl. 
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 2.6 In our view policy SP3 (Part H, sub paragraphs (x) and (xi), SP 5(G) and DM7, along 

with the requirements of the NPPF and the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Design 

Guide are sufficient to ensure that the development does not adversely impact upon 

the identity of Broadley Common and Old House Lane  The means of ensuring that 

their identity is conserved is through the production of the high-level Strategic 

Masterplan for the Water Lane area.  This can be further regulated through the 

respective detailed masterplans and their corresponding design codes. 

 

3.0  Site SP5.2: Water Lane Area 

7. Is this site deliverable in respect of the multiple ownerships involved? In 

particular,  are the owners of the nurseries in the northern part committed 

to the development? 

 

 3.1 Mr and Mrs Scofield and Mrs Marshall confirm that their land is available for 

development.  They support the approach to developing and delivering the garden 

communities in the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town through the Masterplan process, 

and as confirmed in their Regulation 19 representations, remain committed to 

working with the Council and other landowners to deliver this in a timely manner. 

 

 3.2 Discussions have taken place with EFDC and the other main landowners within the 

Masterplan area to bring forward development on the site.   A Statement of Common 

Ground has been entered into by Mr and Mrs Scofield and Mrs Marshall which sets 

out the 5 main parties’ current position with regards to the development of the 

strategic masterplan, the agreed strategy for its production and the expected 

timetable for delivery. A copy of the Statement of Common Ground signed on behalf 

of Mr and Mrs Scofield and Mrs Marshall can be found in Appendix A.  The signatures 

from all the parties are currently being incorporated into a into a single document 

with dated counterparts by EFDC. 
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 3.3 It is agreed that a co-ordinated approach should be taken to the production of a single 

high level Strategic Masterplan for the Water Lane allocation site that would underpin 

detailed Strategic Masterplans being produced for the each of the individual parcels 

of land within the Water Lane allocated site, including West Katherine’s - north of 

Water Lane, the parcels of land immediately south of Water Lane, and West Sumners 

– the southernmost portion of the Site.   All parties are seeking to work collaboratively 

and constructively with the other landowners, Epping Forest District Council, Harlow 

District Council and Essex County Council to produce a high level Strategic Masterplan, 

in accordance with Policies SP3 and SP4 of the Plan. 

 

4.0  8. Historic England states that this site includes part of the Nazeing and South 

Roydon Conservation Area and three Grade II Listed Buildings.  Has regard 

been had to them in making this allocation and will Policy SP5(G) ensure they 

are preserved or enhanced?  Will the setting of the numerous heritage assets 

in close proximity also be preserved or enhanced?  

 

 4.1 A site’s location within a Conservation Area and the presence of Listed buildings 

within it does not preclude its development.  Section 16 of the NPPF does however 

require development proposals to lead to, at least, a less than substantial harm to the 

significance of a designated heritage asset.  In our view policy SP3 (Part H, sub 

paragraphs (x) and (xi), SP 5(G) and DM7, along with the requirements of the NPPF 

and the Harlow and Gilston Garden Town Design Guide are sufficient to ensure that 

the development at Water Lane will lead to less than substantial harm to the Nazeing 

and South Roydon Conservation Area and other Heritage Assets.  The means of 

achieving this can be set out within the high level Strategic Masterplan for the wider 

site and can be further regulated through the detailed masterplans for each of the 3 

parcels within the Water Lane area and their corresponding design codes. 
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 4.2 Looking specifically at the Roydon and South Nazeing Conservation Area; this is 

described as “the largest in the District and covers a wide expanse of historic and 

attractive countryside between Harlow and Lower Nazeing. It includes: the medieval 

‘long green’ settlements of Middle Street and Halls Green; Bumble’s Green and the 

medieval ‘closed field’ system to the north; and the medieval settlements of Nazeing, 

Broadley Common and Roydon Hamlet.” 

 

 4.3 “The well-preserved medieval settlements and ‘closed field’ patterns are important 

landscape features which form a fundamental part of the character and appearance 

of the area. Together with the open or common field systems, these landscape 

features give each settlement a distinctive setting. Although the field enclosures and 

patterns are not discernible close to, the area can be clearly distinguished from 

viewpoints at Nazeing Church and Perry Hill. The area retains its quiet, intimate, small-

scale rural qualities characterised by small grassed fields that are dissected by narrow, 

winding lanes and footpaths and bounded by tall hedgerows and mature trees.” 

 

 4.4 In addition to the Conservation Area description, the Landscape Character 

Assessment 2010, (EB709) and the Settlement Edge Landscape Sensitivity Study 2010 

(EB712) can be used to inform the development of the strategic masterplan for the 

area to ensure that densities are appropriate and that important landscape features 

such as medieval settlements and closed field patterns and existing hedgerows and 

mature trees are preserved and enhanced.  This is in line with the amendment to 

Policy SP3 Part I (iv) agreed at the Matter 7 Hearing which states that “lower density 

developments  may be appropriate in some parts of the urban areas and some villages 

as they are particularly sensitive to the impact of intensification and redevelopment 

because of the prevailing character of the area and the sensitive nature of the 

surrounding countryside or built form”  
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 4.5 Notwithstanding this neither Mr and Mrs Scofield or Mrs Marshall’s land directly to 

the south of Water Lane, could be described as having any of the important landscape 

features specifically set out the Conservation Area’s description.  Mr and Mrs 

Scofield’s land contains a detached dwelling and a large number of redundant 

glasshouses and Mrs Marshalls land contains a large detached dwelling with its 

associated domestic curtilage. 

 

5.0  SUMMARY 

 5.1 In summary, the allocation of the Garden Town communities is supported, and 

exceptional circumstances exist to warrant the removal of these sites from the Green 

Belt.  Site SP5.3 is a deliverable and landowners and promotors are working together 

to develop a strategic masterplan in line with the Councils preferred approach.  This 

Masterplan, in tandem with Policies SP3, SP5 (G) and DM7 and Section 16 of the NPPF, 

will ensure that that the sites development will preserve or enhance all the heritage 

assets and their settings. 

 

  

 


































